Calculus Conundrums Edition 12 – Student Version
A problem refers to the previous problem: For example: problem 16 will use
(#15 Ans) to refer to the answer to problem 15. Type your answer in the
appropriate cell on the spreadsheet. If the question is unanswered, the shading of
the cell is yellow. If it is green, you got the problem correct and you can use that
answer as an input in the next problem. If it is red, the problem is incorrect, and
you need to rethink your answer. Numeric answers are input as whole numbers,
decimals (up to 3 decimal places), and fractions (ex: 1/3). Text answers are
occasionally necessary and are input as CAPITAL LETTERS. Below is how to
input special answers:
• “does not exist” = DNE

• infinity = INF

• negative infinity = NEGINF

• π = PI

•

• e2 = E^2

100. If

2 = SQRT(2)

dy
1
if x = 0, find the value of y when x = 1.
= 6 y 2 and y =
dx
2

101. Let A = – (Ans # 100). If the solution to
when x = 1.

102. Let A = (Ans # 101). If
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f ′( x)

f ( x)

dy
= −24 xy passes through the point (A, 0), find the value of y
dx

= 4e2 x and f ( x ) passes through the point (0, A), find lim f ( x ) .
x→−∞
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103. (Calculator Active) Let A = (Ans # 102). When interest is compounded continuously, the amount in the
dP
account P can be described by the differential equation
= rP where r is the annual interest rate. Frank
dt
invests $100A at 4.3% annual interest and Diane invests the same sum of money at 3.8% annual interest.
To the nearest dollar, how much more money will Frank have after 10 years?

104. (Calculator Active) Let A = (Ans # 103). In the year 1999, the average length a professional golfer hit the
ball with a driver off the tee is A yards. Because of improvements into training methods and equipment, the
average length has increased by 20 yards in the year 2019. If the rate that this distance increases is
proportional to the current distance, what is the projected difference in yards (nearest integer) that a pro
golfer will improve from the year 2019 to 2049?

105. (Calculator Active) Let A = (Ans # 104). Because of a shortage and political considerations, the price of a
A%
gallon of gas increases continuously by
a month. If this increase continues, how many months
10
(nearest integer) will it take for the price of gas to double?

106. (Calculator Active) Let A = (Ans # 105). When a cruise ship enters a United States port, sometimes the
customs officials will come onto the ship. When that occurs, all people on the ship, passengers and crew
have to line up and show their passports to the customs officials. The rate of change of the percent of
people P (t ) showing their passports is directly proportional to 100 − P (t ) where t is time measured in
minutes. Before the meeting time begins (t = 0), A % of the ship’s passengers/crew had already had their
passports checked (important crew) and 30 minutes later, 50% had their passports checked. To the nearest
minute, how long will it take for 80% of the ship’s passenger/crew to be checked?
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107. (Calculator Active) Let A = (Ans # 106). To pass a test that a law firm gives to all prospective lawyers,
they need to score at least 72 out of a maximum A points on a diagnostic test. Roger takes the diagnostic
test without having studied on May 31 and scores 54 points. He takes the exam one month later (end of
June 30) and scores 81 points. His score increased at a rate proportional to the difference between the
maximum score and his current score. On what day of June would Roger be expected to pass the exam?

108. (Calculator Active) Let A = (Ans # 107). An airline has its workforce of flight attendants due to new hires
increasing at 1% a month. On the average, A people retired or are fired during a month. The differential
dP
equation that describes the number of flight attendants is
= 0.01P − A . If there are 1,600 flight
dt
attendants initially, how many years (integer) will it take for there to be at least 1,700 flight attendants?
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